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    01. Largo e spiccato-Allegro non molto    [0:05:20.00]  02. Andante    [0:04:02.00]  03. Allegro
   [0:04:35.00]  04. Allegro molto-Andantino    [0:06:12.00]  05. Largo    [0:04:23.00]  06. Allegro  
 [0:04:18.00]    Giuliano Carmignola - violin  Venice Baroque Orchestra  Andrea Marcon -
director    

 

  

Recent years have brought a steady stream of recordings of Vivaldi concertos beyond the
dozen or so famous ones, and it has became clear that his corpus of work remains a land of
mostly unexplored riches. Consider the pair of Vivaldi works included on this Concerto
veneziano, performed by violinist Giuliano Carmignola and the Venice Baroque Orchestra.
Neither work sounds remotely like the Four Seasons and the other Vivaldi concertos most
people are familiar with. The first movement of the Violin Concerto in E minor, RV 278, is the
sort of piece Vivaldi's successor Tartini had in mind when he complained in reference to the
elder master's music that "a throat isn't the neck of a violin"; it is a wordless but highly evocative
little operatic scene, complete with mounting grimness and sudden chromatic shocks. The
Concerto for Violin and Strings ("in due cori") in B flat major, RV 583, is a grand work with a
highly virtuosic (and scordatura) violin part set against two small orchestras; annotator
Roger-Claude Travers speculates that it was written for some special occasion. The slow
movements of both of these works are of the unbearably beautiful sort that Vivaldi seemed to
write with miraculous ease; the B flat concerto's central movement is a chaconne that begins
almost minimalistically and expands into a cascade of pure ornament in the violin. ---James
Manheim, Rovi
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